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October 23, 1995 
GSRP Manager 
NASA Headquarters 
Office of External Affairs Division 
University Programs Branch 
Code XEU 
Washington, DC 20546 
School of Materials Science and Engineering 
Georgia Institute of Technology 
Atlanta, Georgia 30332-0245 
USA 
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RE: NASA Project NGT-50705, Fellowship for Mr. James M. Criss- Adminstrative Report 
Dear GSRP Manager: 
Mr. James McRae Criss was supported on the NASA Fellowship from 7/1/91 to 
10/31/94. During the period, he received his M.S. degree in Polymers through the School of 
Materials Science and Engineering in 1993. Mr. Criss continued his studies toward a Ph.D. 
degree. He is scheduled to receive his Ph.D. degree in the fall or winter quarter of the 1995-
96 academic year. Since his NASA Fellowship ran out, he is supported by other funds. His 
transcript is attached to this report. Mr. Criss has produced outstanding results from the work 
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Three of the rigid rod molecules (additives) were successful-
ly synthesized during the past year. The procedures for the 
synthesis of these additives have been well established. The 
crude additives were then purrified via recrystallization tech-
niques, and purity was confirmed by Differential Scanning Calorim-
etry (DSC). Infra-red (IR) and Nuclear Magnetic Resonance (H-NMR) 
spectroscopy were used to characterize these molecules. Current 
research is being done on the synthesis of the last additive and 
on melt blending techniques. 
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